
Sam McGarry
iOS Engineer

Email: samuel.mcgarry@gmail.com

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/samuelmcgarry/

Github: github.com/mcgarrys | github.com/sammcode

Website: sammcgarry.dev


Experience

Projects

iOS Engineer - Glotech JUN 2021 - PRESENT

 Worked with Air Force pilots to develop post mission paperwork replacement, reducing mission length by at least 1 hour
 Garnered support for feature by presenting prototype to fifty people from multiple government and civilian organizations
 Wrote and deployed hundreds of Gherkins based UI and unit tests, expanding the project’s test coverage by 10%
 Created data model documentation that was used as a reference by multiple teams and stakeholders during a feature sync.


Due to Department of Defense budget limitations, this role will be ending in October.

iOS Consultant - PlusYou LLC SEP 2020 - MAY 2021

 Worked with client and designer to redesign UI components, incorporate a new color scheme, and create a new app logo
 Analyzed existing codebase and recommended development options to best fit client’s financial goals and product vision
 Worked with members of development team to address technical issues and bugs, paving the way to a testing campaign.

TrackISS MAR 2021 - PRESENT

 Used MapKit annotations and polylines to display real-time location of the International Space Station and its orbit path
 Implemented image search with UICollectionView, using URLSession to fetch from NASA’s Image and Video Library API
 Deployed incremental versions to TestFlight to gather user feedback, and published a polished version to the App Store.


https://apps.apple.com/us/app/trackiss/id1563812044 

ARdeck JAN 2021 - PRESENT

 Led frontend development of app that allows users to use hand gestures to interact with Open Broadcast Software.
 Worked with team to execute a functioning version in 24 hours and won “Best Product” at WhatTheHack hackathon
 Trained and experimented with ML models, implementing them with the ARKit framework to detect unique hand gestures.

MAY 2020 - PRESENT

SEP 2018 - MAY 2019

 Created a local persistent store with CoreData to store user-inputted recipes, including ingredients and recipe steps
 Deployed to a local restaurant for testing, resulting in easier for cooks to track ingredients while prepping for service
 In response to feature request, added quantitative recipe multiplier for accurately scaling recipes when cooking in bulk.

RecipeCache

Education
Stony Brook University 

 31 Credits towards B.S
 Relevant Courses: CSE 114 - Intro to Object-Oriented Programming

Spoken Languages
English (native), French (proficient), Danish (intermediate).

Technical Skills
Languages: Proficient in Swift. Experience in Javascript, HTML, CSS.

Databases: CoreData, Firestore.

Development Software: Xcode, Git.

Technologies: UIKit, SwiftUI, Cocoapods, RESTful APIs, JSON, Markdown, Figma, WebSockets, Firebase Analytics.

Methodologies: Agile, CI/CD, semantic versioning, test driven development.

Interests
Chess, space, language learning, New York Yankees, tiny desk concerts, cooking.
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